
HIGH SCHOOL ESSAY THESIS STATEMENT

High school papers that typically include a thesis statement include argument A thesis statement can help you organize
your essay, as each paragraph you.

Bad: The internet has improved the lives of many. Also, make sure your audience will want to learn these new
facts and possibly embrace these new opinions. I finished mine an hour ago. In the example about European
travel above, readers might be interested in travel around Europe but will they be interested in solo travel, and
greater independence and confidence? The following examples are based on this question: Does Romeo's prior
feelings for Rosaline diminish the credibility of his love for Juliet? Get help finishing your graduate thesis,
with proven methods to succeed. Thesis Statement Examples Thesis Statement A thesis statement is usually
one sentence that tells the main point of your piece of writing-research paper, essay, etc. Composing a thesis
statement does take a bit more thought than many other parts of an essay. Instruct students to use the following
questions to analyze their statement: Have you answered the question or merely restated it? As you can see in
the thesis statement examples below, you must be very specific, summarizing points that are about to be made
in your paper, and supported by specific evidence. Think of it as a loving mother steering her children away
from danger. These instructions will help you teach the former: A good thesis statement is short and simple: it
should be no longer than one sentence, regardless of essay length. Download it once and read it on your
Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. This broad thesis statement runs the risk of allowing you to go off on
several tangents. It can direct your research and your argument so that your essay is tight, focused, and makes
readers think. Undergraduate academic experience writing a thesis statement for an. See similar articles. A
worksheet to help you write a thesis statement. Write a strong thesis statement! All writers have had, at some
point, difficulty locating and confidently stating their point of viewâ€”in other words, difficulty composing a
well-stated thesis. Helps you determine your focus and clarify your ideas. Writing a Good Thesis Statement It
is important to demonstrate the difference between good and bad thesis statements. Why should readers care?
This thesis is perfect for setting up a tidy five-paragraph essay. She spent a lot of time helping me, and I got
better grades and felt better about. Your research actually becomes easier when you have very specific
objectives. A thesis statement is powerful on two fronts. Answers the topic question the one you created or the
one presented to you by the instructor. Related Links:. If your instructor has assigned an essay question to
answer, this step has been done for you. Knowing how to write a thesis statement â€” the topic, a claim about
that topic, and three points to support it â€” can help a writer start an essay in the most clear.


